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QUESTION 1

You need to create the KPI in the AdhocReports project in time for the next production release cycle. What should you
do? 

A. Create a measure by using the SUM([OrderQuantity]) expression and create a KPI based on the measure. Then set
the target value. Check in the changes before the next release cycle. 

B. Create a KPI based on the OrderQuantity column and then set the target value. Check in the changes before the next
release cycle. 

C. Create a measure by using the SUM([OrderQuantity]) expression. Then use the CREATE KPI CURRENTCUBE
statement to define the KPI and target value. Check in the changes before the next release cycle. 

D. Create a measure by using the COUNT([OrderQuantity]) expression and create a KPI based on the measure. Then
set the target value. Check in the changes before the next release cycle. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 2

You have a data warehouse named DW1. 

An OLAP cube named Cube1 uses DW1 as its data source. Cube1 uses the MOLAP storage mode. 

You create a SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) package that updates DW1, and then processes Cube1. The
package executes each day at 06:00. 

You need to configure the storage settings of Cube1. The solution must ensure that aggregation processing is reduced
as much as possible during cube querying. 

What is the best storage setting you should you use for Cube1? More than one answer choice may achieve the goal.
Select the BEST answer. 

A. Medium-latency MOLAP 

B. Scheduled MOLAP 

C. Low-latency MOLAP 

D. Automatic MOLAP 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

You develop a SQL Server Analysis Services (SSAS) tabular project. The tabular model loads data from a SQL Server
2012 relational database each day. 
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You define a connection. 

You need to ensure that the connection minimizes the attack surface area of the server. 

How should you define the impersonation information for the connection? (More than one answer choice may achieve
the goal. Select the BEST answer.) 

A. Use the credentials of the SQL Server Analysis Services (SSAS) service account. Grant least privilege to this
account in the source database. 

B. Use your domain credentials. Grant least privilege to your account in the source database. 

C. Create and use a new Windows domain account. Grant least privilege to this account in the source database. 

D. Use SQL Server authentication. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

You are developing a SQL Server Analysis Services (SSAS) cube. A dimension named Category is based on the
DimCategory table. A subset of the data source view is shown in the following graphic. 

You need to relate the Category dimension to the Sales measure group. 

Which relationship type should you choose? 

To answer, select the appropriate option from the drop-down list in the dialog box. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 5

You are creating a SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) package to populate a fact table from a source table. The
fact table and source table are located in a SQL Azure database. The source table has a price field and a tax field. The
OLE DB source uses the data access mode of Table. 

You have the following requirements: The fact table must populate a column named TotalCost that computes the sum of
the price and tax columns. Before the sum is calculated, any records that have a price of zero must be discarded. 

You need to create the SSIS package in SQL Server Data Tools. 

In what sequence should you order four of the listed components for the data flow task? (To answer, move the
appropriate components from the list of components to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order.) 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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